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The ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect-ﾭ‐‑a ﾠrationalization ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠinsolubility ﾠof ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠmolecules ﾠin ﾠ
water-ﾭ‐‑is ﾠcentrally ﾠimportant ﾠto ﾠbiomolecular ﾠrecognition. ﾠDespite ﾠextensive ﾠresearch ﾠdevoted ﾠto ﾠ
the ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect, ﾠits ﾠmolecular ﾠmechanisms ﾠremain ﾠcontroversial, ﾠand ﾠthere ﾠare ﾠstill ﾠno ﾠ
reliably ﾠpredictive ﾠmodels ﾠfor ﾠits ﾠrole ﾠin ﾠprotein-ﾭ‐‑ligand ﾠbinding. ﾠHere ﾠwe ﾠdescribe ﾠa ﾠparticularly ﾠ
well-ﾭ‐‑defined ﾠsystem ﾠof ﾠprotein ﾠand ﾠligands-ﾭ‐‑carbonic ﾠanhydrase ﾠand ﾠa ﾠseries ﾠof ﾠstructurally ﾠ
homologous ﾠheterocyclic ﾠaromatic ﾠsulfonamides-ﾭ‐‑that ﾠwe ﾠuse ﾠto ﾠcharacterize ﾠhydrophobic ﾠ
interactions ﾠthermodynamically ﾠand ﾠstructurally. ﾠIn ﾠbinding ﾠto ﾠthis ﾠstructurally ﾠrigid ﾠprotein, ﾠa ﾠ
set ﾠof ﾠligands ﾠ(also ﾠdefined ﾠto ﾠbe ﾠstructurally ﾠrigid) ﾠshows ﾠthe ﾠexpected ﾠgain ﾠin ﾠbinding ﾠfree ﾠ
energy ﾠas ﾠhydrophobic ﾠsurface ﾠarea ﾠis ﾠadded. ﾠIsothermal ﾠtitration ﾠcalorimetry ﾠdemonstrates ﾠthat ﾠ
enthalpy ﾠdetermines ﾠthese ﾠincreases ﾠin ﾠbinding ﾠaffinity, ﾠand ﾠthat ﾠchanges ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠheat ﾠcapacity ﾠof ﾠ
binding ﾠare ﾠnegative. ﾠX-ﾭ‐‑ray ﾠcrystallography ﾠand ﾠmolecular ﾠdynamics ﾠsimulations ﾠare ﾠ
compatible ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠproposal ﾠthat ﾠthe ﾠdifferences ﾠin ﾠbinding ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠhomologous ﾠligands ﾠ
stem ﾠfrom ﾠchanges ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠnumber ﾠand ﾠorganization ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠmolecules ﾠlocalized ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠactive ﾠ
site ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠbound ﾠcomplexes, ﾠrather ﾠthan ﾠ(or ﾠperhaps ﾠin ﾠaddition ﾠto) ﾠrelease ﾠof ﾠstructured ﾠwater ﾠ
from ﾠthe ﾠapposed ﾠhydrophobic ﾠsurfaces. ﾠThese ﾠresults ﾠsupport ﾠthe ﾠhypothesis ﾠthat ﾠstructured ﾠ
water ﾠmolecules-ﾭ‐‑including ﾠboth ﾠthe ﾠmolecules ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠdisplaced ﾠby ﾠthe ﾠligands ﾠand ﾠthose ﾠ
reorganized ﾠupon ﾠligand ﾠbinding-ﾭ‐‑determine ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamics ﾠof ﾠbinding ﾠof ﾠthese ﾠligands ﾠat ﾠ
the ﾠactive ﾠsite ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠprotein. ﾠHydrophobic ﾠeffects-ﾭ‐‑in ﾠvarious ﾠcontexts-ﾭ‐‑have ﾠdifferent ﾠstructural ﾠ
and ﾠthermodynamic ﾠorigins, ﾠalthough ﾠall ﾠmay ﾠbe ﾠmanifestations ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠdifferences ﾠin ﾠ
characteristics ﾠof ﾠbulk ﾠwater ﾠand ﾠwater ﾠclose ﾠto ﾠhydrophobic ﾠsurfaces.Snyder	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The ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect—the ﾠenergetically ﾠfavorable ﾠassociation ﾠof ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠsurfaces ﾠin ﾠan ﾠ
aqueous ﾠsolution—often ﾠdominates ﾠthe ﾠfree ﾠenergy ﾠof ﾠbinding ﾠof ﾠproteins ﾠand ﾠligands ﾠ(1-ﾭ‐‑5). ﾠ ﾠ
Frequently, ﾠincreasing ﾠthe ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠsurface ﾠarea ﾠof ﾠa ﾠligand ﾠdecreases ﾠits ﾠdissociation ﾠconstant ﾠ
(Kd, ﾠi.e., ﾠincreases ﾠthe ﾠstrength ﾠof ﾠbinding) ﾠ(6), ﾠand ﾠsimultaneously ﾠdecreases ﾠits ﾠequilibrium ﾠ
constant ﾠfor ﾠpartitioning ﾠfrom ﾠa ﾠhydrophobic ﾠphase ﾠto ﾠaqueous ﾠsolution ﾠ(KP) ﾠ(7). ﾠModern, ﾠ
structure-ﾭ‐‑guided, ﾠligand ﾠdesign ﾠhas ﾠrelied ﾠupon ﾠthe ﾠ“lock-ﾭ‐‑and-ﾭ‐‑key” ﾠnotion ﾠof ﾠconformal ﾠ
association ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠatoms ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligand ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠpocket ﾠof ﾠa ﾠprotein; ﾠthe ﾠdetailed ﾠ
molecular ﾠbasis ﾠfor ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect, ﾠhowever, ﾠcontinues ﾠto ﾠbe ﾠpoorly ﾠunderstood ﾠ(1-ﾭ‐‑5). ﾠ
This ﾠlack ﾠof ﾠunderstanding ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect ﾠprevents ﾠaccurate ﾠprediction ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠfree ﾠ
energy ﾠof ﾠbinding ﾠof ﾠproteins ﾠand ﾠligands. ﾠ
The ﾠfirst—and ﾠcurrently ﾠmost ﾠpervasive—rationale ﾠfor ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect ﾠwas ﾠbased ﾠ
on ﾠstudies ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamics ﾠof ﾠpartitioning ﾠof ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠsolutes ﾠfrom ﾠhydrophobic ﾠphases ﾠ
(i.e., ﾠthe ﾠgas ﾠphase ﾠor ﾠa ﾠhydrophobic ﾠliquid ﾠphase) ﾠinto ﾠwater. ﾠThe ﾠthermodynamics ﾠof ﾠ
partitioning ﾠof ﾠsolute ﾠmolecules ﾠis ﾠcharacterized ﾠby ﾠa ﾠdominant, ﾠunfavorable ﾠentropy ﾠand ﾠan ﾠ
increase ﾠin ﾠheat ﾠcapacity ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠaqueous ﾠsystem ﾠ(8). ﾠThe ﾠclassical ﾠmechanism ﾠfor ﾠhydrophobicity, ﾠ
proposed ﾠby ﾠFrank ﾠand ﾠadvanced ﾠby ﾠKauzmann, ﾠTanford, ﾠand ﾠmany ﾠothers, ﾠpredicted ﾠthat ﾠ
water ﾠnear ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠsolutes ﾠwas ﾠmore ﾠ“ordered” ﾠthan ﾠbulk ﾠwater ﾠ(1-ﾭ‐‑5, ﾠ8-ﾭ‐‑10). ﾠThis ﾠso-ﾭ‐‑called ﾠ
“iceberg” ﾠmodel ﾠrationalized ﾠthermodynamic ﾠparameters ﾠfor ﾠpartitioning ﾠat ﾠroom ﾠtemperature, ﾠ
and ﾠwere ﾠcompatible ﾠwith ﾠboth ﾠcalorimetric ﾠstudies ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠsolvation ﾠof ﾠsmall ﾠmolecules ﾠand ﾠ
with ﾠstructural ﾠstudies ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠmethane ﾠclathrate-ﾭ‐‑hydrates ﾠ(11-ﾭ‐‑12). ﾠAlthough ﾠmodeling ﾠstudies ﾠ
have ﾠsupported ﾠthe ﾠclassical ﾠmechanism ﾠ(13-ﾭ‐‑14), ﾠneutron ﾠscattering ﾠexperiments ﾠdesigned ﾠSnyder	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specifically ﾠto ﾠprobe ﾠthe ﾠstructure ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠhave ﾠfailed ﾠto ﾠobserve ﾠsuch ﾠorder ﾠnear ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠ
solutes ﾠ(15-ﾭ‐‑16). ﾠ
Alternative ﾠtheoretical ﾠapproaches ﾠfor ﾠmodeling ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect—including ﾠ
those ﾠbased ﾠon ﾠscaled-ﾭ‐‑particle ﾠtheory ﾠand ﾠits ﾠintellectual ﾠprogeny ﾠ(17-ﾭ‐‑20)—also ﾠrationalize ﾠthe ﾠ
unfavorable ﾠentropic ﾠcomponent ﾠof ﾠtransferring ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠmolecules ﾠfrom ﾠa ﾠhydrophobic ﾠphase ﾠ
to ﾠan ﾠaqueous ﾠphase. ﾠThese ﾠtheories ﾠpropose ﾠthat ﾠthe ﾠaccumulation ﾠof ﾠ“void ﾠvolume” ﾠsufficient ﾠ
to ﾠaccommodate ﾠa ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠsolute ﾠin ﾠwater ﾠis ﾠentropically ﾠunfavorable. ﾠAlthough ﾠthese ﾠ“void ﾠ
volume” ﾠtheories ﾠhave ﾠbeen ﾠcriticized ﾠbecause ﾠthey ﾠdo ﾠnot ﾠrationalize ﾠthe ﾠheat ﾠcapacities ﾠof ﾠ
partitioning ﾠ(1), ﾠthey ﾠdo ﾠpredict ﾠa ﾠsize-ﾭ‐‑dependence ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamics ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠnear ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑
polar ﾠsolutes: ﾠsmall ﾠsolutes ﾠ(< ﾠ~1 ﾠnm ﾠin ﾠdiameter, ﾠsimilar ﾠin ﾠsize ﾠto ﾠthe ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠgases ﾠstudied ﾠ
by ﾠFrank) ﾠfit ﾠinto ﾠthe ﾠhydrogen ﾠbonded ﾠnetwork ﾠof ﾠliquid ﾠwater ﾠwithout ﾠbreaking ﾠhydrogen ﾠ
bonds, ﾠbut ﾠthe ﾠsolvation ﾠof ﾠlarger ﾠsolutes ﾠrequires ﾠwater ﾠto ﾠsacrifice ﾠhydrogen ﾠbonds ﾠto ﾠmaintain ﾠ
van ﾠder ﾠWaals ﾠcontact ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠsolute. ﾠWater ﾠnear ﾠsolutes ﾠwith ﾠdiameters ﾠgreater ﾠthan ﾠ~1 ﾠnm, ﾠin ﾠ
the ﾠvoid ﾠvolume ﾠmodels, ﾠhave ﾠa ﾠstructure ﾠthat ﾠis ﾠenthalpically ﾠless ﾠfavorable ﾠthan ﾠthat ﾠof ﾠbulk ﾠ
water ﾠ(2). ﾠA ﾠbody ﾠof ﾠspectroscopy ﾠstudies ﾠsupport ﾠthe ﾠprediction ﾠthat ﾠmolecules ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠnear ﾠ
extended ﾠhydrophobic ﾠsurfaces ﾠparticipate ﾠin ﾠfewer ﾠhydrogen ﾠbonds ﾠthan ﾠdo ﾠmolecules ﾠof ﾠbulk ﾠ
water ﾠ(21-ﾭ‐‑22). ﾠ
The ﾠprediction ﾠthat ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamics ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠnear ﾠsolutes ﾠdepends ﾠon ﾠthe ﾠsize—and ﾠ
implicitly ﾠon ﾠthe ﾠshape—of ﾠthe ﾠsolute ﾠhas ﾠinfluenced ﾠmodern ﾠmodels ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect. ﾠ
In ﾠparticular, ﾠthe ﾠinhomogeneous ﾠsolvation ﾠtheory ﾠof ﾠLazaridis ﾠpredicts ﾠthat ﾠwater ﾠin ﾠchemically ﾠ
heterogeneous ﾠcavities ﾠ(like ﾠthose ﾠthat ﾠcharacterize ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠpockets ﾠof ﾠmany ﾠproteins) ﾠSnyder	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possess ﾠstructures ﾠthat ﾠhave ﾠfree ﾠenergies ﾠless ﾠfavorable ﾠthan ﾠthe ﾠstructure ﾠof ﾠbulk ﾠwater ﾠ(23-ﾭ‐‑24). ﾠ
This ﾠtheory ﾠis ﾠconsistent ﾠwith ﾠspeculations ﾠderived ﾠfrom ﾠmany ﾠexperimental ﾠstudies ﾠof ﾠ
molecular ﾠrecognition ﾠin ﾠaqueous ﾠsolution ﾠ(25-ﾭ‐‑31). ﾠExperimentalists ﾠhave ﾠrationalized ﾠ
enthalpically ﾠfavorable ﾠassociation ﾠby ﾠinvoking ﾠeither ﾠi) ﾠenthalpically ﾠfavorable ﾠinteractions ﾠ
between ﾠhosts ﾠand ﾠguests ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠbound ﾠcomplex ﾠ(so-ﾭ‐‑called ﾠ“non-ﾭ‐‑classical” ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffects) ﾠ
(4, ﾠ32-ﾭ‐‑33), ﾠor ﾠii) ﾠthe ﾠ“release” ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠmolecules ﾠupon ﾠassociation ﾠthat, ﾠbecause ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠstructure ﾠ
of ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠpocket, ﾠadopt ﾠconfigurations ﾠthat ﾠare ﾠenthalpically ﾠless ﾠfavorable ﾠthan ﾠbulk ﾠwater ﾠ
(25, ﾠ34-ﾭ‐‑35). ﾠMany ﾠof ﾠthese ﾠexperimental ﾠstudies, ﾠwhich ﾠhave ﾠrelied ﾠheavily ﾠon ﾠmodern ﾠ
isothermal ﾠtitration ﾠcalorimeters ﾠ(ITC), ﾠhave ﾠalso ﾠshown ﾠnegative ﾠvalues ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠheat ﾠcapacity ﾠof ﾠ
association ﾠ(ΔCp°) ﾠ(26-ﾭ‐‑27, ﾠ36-ﾭ‐‑40), ﾠa ﾠterm ﾠthat ﾠhas ﾠsince ﾠbecome ﾠthe ﾠsign-ﾭ‐‑post ﾠof ﾠhydrophobic ﾠ
interactions—even ﾠthough ﾠchanges ﾠin ﾠheat ﾠcapacity ﾠresult, ﾠin ﾠprinciple, ﾠfrom ﾠmyriad ﾠstructural ﾠ
changes ﾠthat ﾠoccur ﾠwith ﾠassociation ﾠin ﾠaqueous ﾠsolution ﾠ(41-ﾭ‐‑43). ﾠ
A ﾠseries ﾠof ﾠrecent ﾠcomputational ﾠstudies ﾠof ﾠexplicitly ﾠmodeled ﾠwater ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠ
pockets ﾠof ﾠproteins ﾠis ﾠcompatible ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠrationale ﾠthat ﾠwater ﾠin ﾠbinding ﾠpockets ﾠis ﾠless ﾠ
favorable ﾠin ﾠfree ﾠenergy ﾠthan ﾠbulk ﾠwater ﾠ(44-ﾭ‐‑50). ﾠThe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect ﾠthat ﾠdetermines ﾠthe ﾠ
free ﾠenergy ﾠof ﾠdisplacing ﾠthese ﾠwaters ﾠfrom ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠpocket ﾠappears ﾠto ﾠbe ﾠquite ﾠdifferent ﾠ
from ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffects ﾠthat ﾠdetermine ﾠthe ﾠfree ﾠenergy ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠnear ﾠsmall, ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠ
solutes, ﾠand ﾠthat ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠnear ﾠlarge ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠsurfaces. ﾠAlthough ﾠan ﾠentropy-ﾭ‐‑dominated ﾠ
picture ﾠof ﾠhydrophobic ﾠinteractions ﾠcontinues ﾠto ﾠpervade ﾠthinking ﾠin ﾠcontemporary ﾠ
biochemistry ﾠ(51)—primarily ﾠbecause ﾠof ﾠKauzmann’s ﾠplausible ﾠand ﾠunderstandable ﾠproposal ﾠ
that ﾠprotein ﾠfolding ﾠis ﾠstabilized ﾠby ﾠthe ﾠburial ﾠof ﾠhydrophobic ﾠamino ﾠacids ﾠ(9)—the ﾠevidence ﾠSnyder	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from ﾠboth ﾠtheoretical ﾠand ﾠexperimental ﾠstudies ﾠover ﾠthe ﾠlast ﾠfew ﾠdecades ﾠpaints ﾠa ﾠfar ﾠmore ﾠ
complicated ﾠpicture, ﾠand ﾠone ﾠthat ﾠis ﾠconsiderably ﾠmore ﾠchallenging ﾠto ﾠinterpret: ﾠthere ﾠis ﾠno ﾠ
single ﾠmodel ﾠthat ﾠis ﾠconsistent ﾠwith ﾠall ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamic ﾠand ﾠstructural ﾠcharacterizations ﾠof ﾠ
hydrophobic ﾠinteractions, ﾠper ﾠse. ﾠHydrophobic ﾠeffects—in ﾠalternative ﾠcontexts—may ﾠhave ﾠ
different ﾠstructural ﾠand ﾠthermodynamic ﾠorigins, ﾠalthough ﾠall ﾠmay ﾠbe ﾠmanifestations ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
differences ﾠin ﾠcharacteristics ﾠof ﾠbulk ﾠwater ﾠand ﾠwater ﾠclose ﾠto ﾠsurfaces. ﾠ ﾠ
The ﾠmotivation ﾠfor ﾠour ﾠwork ﾠwas ﾠi) ﾠto ﾠdefine ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamics ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠ
effect ﾠexperimentally ﾠin ﾠinteractions ﾠbetween ﾠa ﾠprotein ﾠand ﾠa ﾠligand ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠsimplest ﾠand ﾠ
structurally ﾠbest-ﾭ‐‑defined ﾠsystem ﾠthat ﾠwe ﾠcould ﾠdesign, ﾠii) ﾠto ﾠobtain ﾠbiostructural ﾠdata ﾠfrom ﾠX-ﾭ‐‑
ray ﾠcrystallography ﾠthat ﾠwould ﾠdefine ﾠthe ﾠcharacter ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠinteracting ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠinterfaces, ﾠiii) ﾠto ﾠ
interpret ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamics ﾠof ﾠassociation ﾠobtained ﾠby ﾠITC ﾠin ﾠterms ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠbiostructural ﾠdata, ﾠ
and ﾠiv) ﾠto ﾠcompare ﾠthe ﾠexperimental ﾠresults ﾠwith ﾠestimates ﾠof ﾠthermodynamic ﾠparameters ﾠfrom ﾠ
molecular ﾠdynamics ﾠsimulations. ﾠWe ﾠwished, ﾠin ﾠparticular, ﾠto ﾠdefine ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect ﾠin ﾠa ﾠ
system ﾠuncomplicated ﾠby ﾠprotein ﾠplasticity, ﾠor ﾠby ﾠconformational ﾠmobility ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligand. ﾠ
We ﾠselected ﾠhuman ﾠcarbonic ﾠanhydrase ﾠII ﾠ(HCA, ﾠE.C. ﾠ4.2.1.1) ﾠas ﾠour ﾠmodel ﾠprotein. ﾠ
HCA ﾠis ﾠconformationally ﾠrigid: ﾠan ﾠextensive ﾠliterature—and ﾠresults ﾠwe ﾠdescribe ﾠhere—establish ﾠ
that ﾠit ﾠdoes ﾠnot ﾠundergo ﾠan ﾠobservable ﾠ(> ﾠ1 ﾠÅ) ﾠconformational ﾠchange ﾠupon ﾠbinding ﾠof ﾠmost ﾠ
arylsulfonamide ﾠligands ﾠ(52). ﾠ ﾠA ﾠmetal ﾠcoordination ﾠbond ﾠand ﾠseveral ﾠhydrogen ﾠbonds ﾠfix ﾠthe ﾠ
geometry ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠsulfonamide-ﾭ‐‑ZnII ﾠstructure ﾠ(Figure ﾠ1A). ﾠThe ﾠchemical ﾠenvironment ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
binding ﾠpocket ﾠof ﾠHCA ﾠis ﾠheterogeneous: ﾠone ﾠside ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠpocket ﾠpresents ﾠa ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠsurface ﾠSnyder	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(Phe ﾠ131, ﾠPro ﾠ201, ﾠPro ﾠ202, ﾠand ﾠLeu ﾠ198), ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠother ﾠside ﾠpresents ﾠa ﾠpolar ﾠsurface ﾠ(Asn ﾠ62, ﾠHis ﾠ
64, ﾠand ﾠAsn ﾠ67). ﾠ
Our ﾠanalysis ﾠis ﾠbased ﾠon ﾠthe ﾠcomparison ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠof ﾠfive-ﾭ‐‑membered ﾠheterocyclic ﾠ
sulfonamides, ﾠand ﾠof ﾠbenzo ﾠderivatives ﾠof ﾠthese ﾠcompounds, ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠactive ﾠsite ﾠof ﾠHCA. ﾠWe ﾠ
reasoned ﾠthat, ﾠalthough ﾠdata ﾠfrom ﾠa ﾠseries ﾠof ﾠdifferent ﾠstructures ﾠmight ﾠbe ﾠdifficult ﾠto ﾠinterpret, ﾠ
a ﾠcommon ﾠperturbation ﾠto ﾠthese ﾠstructures ﾠwould ﾠbe ﾠinterpretable. ﾠThe ﾠperturbation ﾠwe ﾠchose ﾠis ﾠ
what ﾠwe ﾠcall ﾠhere ﾠ“benzo-ﾭ‐‑extension” ﾠ(Figure ﾠ1B), ﾠwhich ﾠextends ﾠthe ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠsurface ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
heteroaromatic ﾠligand ﾠover ﾠthe ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠface ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠactive ﾠsite ﾠof ﾠHCA. ﾠ
 ﾠ
Results ﾠand ﾠDiscussion ﾠ
Figure ﾠ2A ﾠplots ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamic ﾠparameters ﾠdescribing ﾠdissociation ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligand ﾠ
from ﾠthe ﾠprotein ﾠas ﾠa ﾠfunction ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠdifference ﾠin ﾠsolvent-ﾭ‐‑accessible ﾠsurface ﾠarea ﾠ(ΔSASAunbind ﾠ= ﾠ
SASAligand ﾠ+ ﾠSASAprotein ﾠ– ﾠSASAcomplex) ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠbound ﾠand ﾠunbound ﾠstates. ﾠValues ﾠof ﾠ
∆SASAunbind ﾠbetween ﾠprotein ﾠand ﾠligand ﾠestablished ﾠthat ﾠthe ﾠaverage ﾠdecrease ﾠin ﾠ∆G˚ ﾠof ﾠbenzo-ﾭ‐‑
extension ﾠwas ﾠ–20 ﾠcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠÅ–2; ﾠthis ﾠvalue ﾠis ﾠconsistent ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠwidely ﾠreported ﾠrange ﾠof ﾠvalues ﾠ
of ﾠ–20 ﾠto ﾠ–33 ﾠcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠÅ–2 ﾠfor ﾠhydrophobic ﾠinteractions ﾠ(10). ﾠITC ﾠdemonstrates, ﾠhowever, ﾠthat ﾠthe ﾠ
contributions ﾠof ﾠenthalpy ﾠand ﾠentropy ﾠto ﾠ∆∆G˚unbind,benzo ﾠare ﾠthe ﾠopposite ﾠof ﾠthose ﾠpredicted ﾠby ﾠ
either ﾠthe ﾠiceberg ﾠor ﾠvoid ﾠvolume ﾠmodels ﾠfor ﾠsolvation ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligand: ﾠ∆∆H˚unbind,benzo ﾠis ﾠfavorable ﾠ( ﾠ
–3 ﾠ± ﾠ1 ﾠkcal ﾠmol–1), ﾠ–T∆∆S˚unbind,benzo ﾠis ﾠslightly ﾠunfavorable ﾠ(+1 ﾠ± ﾠ1 ﾠkcal ﾠmol–1); ﾠ∆∆H˚unbind,benzo ﾠthus ﾠ
makes ﾠa ﾠlarger ﾠcontribution ﾠto ﾠ∆∆G˚unbind,benzo ﾠthan ﾠ–T∆∆S˚unbind,benzo. ﾠSnyder	 ﾠet	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Although ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffects ﾠdominated ﾠby ﾠenthalpy ﾠhave ﾠbeen ﾠobserved ﾠpreviously ﾠ
(4), ﾠan ﾠimportant ﾠadditional ﾠpiece ﾠof ﾠinformation ﾠin ﾠthis ﾠsystem ﾠis ﾠthat ﾠthe ﾠaddition ﾠof ﾠa ﾠfused ﾠ
cyclohexyl ﾠring ﾠin ﾠHBT ﾠproduces ﾠthe ﾠsame ﾠthermodynamic ﾠsignature ﾠas ﾠthe ﾠaddition ﾠof ﾠa ﾠfused ﾠ
benzo ﾠring ﾠin ﾠBT. ﾠ ﾠThis ﾠresult ﾠsuggests ﾠthat ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect ﾠin ﾠthis ﾠsystem ﾠis ﾠ
indistinguishable ﾠfor ﾠthe ﾠsurfaces ﾠof ﾠaryl ﾠand ﾠalkyl ﾠgroups: ﾠthere ﾠis, ﾠthus, ﾠno ﾠ“non-ﾭ‐‑classical ﾠ
hydrophobic ﾠeffect” ﾠresulting ﾠfrom ﾠinteractions ﾠbetween ﾠaromatic ﾠgroup ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligand ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠ
protein ﾠ(4). ﾠ
Figure ﾠ2A ﾠalso ﾠplots ﾠthe ﾠfree ﾠenergy ﾠ(ΔG°ow), ﾠenthalpy ﾠ(ΔH°ow), ﾠand ﾠentropy ﾠ(–TΔS°ow) ﾠof ﾠ
partitioning ﾠfrom ﾠoctanol ﾠto ﾠbuffer ﾠof ﾠtwo ﾠpairs ﾠof ﾠligands ﾠ(TA, ﾠBTA, ﾠand ﾠI, ﾠBI; ﾠthe ﾠlow ﾠ
solubility ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠother ﾠbicyclic ﾠligands ﾠin ﾠbuffer ﾠprohibited ﾠthe ﾠmeasurement ﾠof ﾠtheir ﾠvalues ﾠof ﾠ
ΔH°ow ﾠby ﾠthe ﾠmethods ﾠwe ﾠdescribe ﾠin ﾠSI ﾠtext). ﾠThe ﾠdifferences ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠfree ﾠenergy ﾠof ﾠtransfer ﾠfrom ﾠ
octanol ﾠto ﾠwater ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠmonocyclic ﾠand ﾠbicyclic ﾠligands ﾠ(i.e., ﾠΔΔG°ow,benzo ﾠ ﾠ= ﾠΔG°ow,bi ﾠ– ﾠ
ΔG°ow,mono) ﾠare ﾠthe ﾠsame ﾠas ﾠthose ﾠof ﾠΔΔG°unbind,benzo, ﾠbut ﾠthe ﾠsign ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠvalues ﾠof ﾠ–TΔΔS°ow,benzo ﾠare ﾠ
opposite ﾠto ﾠthose ﾠof ﾠ–TΔΔS°unbind,benzo. ﾠThe ﾠtransfer ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠbenzo ﾠsubstituent ﾠfrom ﾠoctanol ﾠto ﾠwater ﾠ
is, ﾠthus, ﾠentropically ﾠunfavorable, ﾠand ﾠconsistent ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠiceberg ﾠor ﾠvoid ﾠvolume ﾠmodels ﾠfor ﾠ
hydrophobic ﾠeffects. ﾠ
We ﾠchose ﾠthe ﾠbuffer ﾠphase ﾠas ﾠa ﾠreference ﾠstate ﾠand ﾠcalculated ﾠthe ﾠfree ﾠenergy, ﾠenthalpy, ﾠ
and ﾠentropy ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠbenzo ﾠgroup ﾠin ﾠoctanol ﾠand ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠpocket ﾠof ﾠHCA ﾠ(Figure ﾠ2B). ﾠThis ﾠ
calculation ﾠindicates ﾠthat: ﾠi) ﾠsolvation ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠbenzo ﾠgroup ﾠin ﾠaqueous ﾠbuffer ﾠis ﾠroughly ﾠ+2 ﾠkcal ﾠ
mol–1 ﾠhigher ﾠ(less ﾠfavorable) ﾠin ﾠfree ﾠenergy ﾠthan ﾠit ﾠis ﾠeither ﾠin ﾠsolution ﾠin ﾠoctanol ﾠor ﾠin ﾠ
association ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠpocket ﾠof ﾠHCA; ﾠii) ﾠassociation ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠbenzo ﾠgroup ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠSnyder	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pocket ﾠis ﾠroughly ﾠ–3 ﾠkcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠmore ﾠfavorable ﾠin ﾠenthalpy ﾠthan ﾠsolvation ﾠof ﾠthat ﾠgroup ﾠin ﾠ
octanol; ﾠand ﾠiii) ﾠassociation ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠbenzo ﾠgroup ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠpocket ﾠis ﾠ+3 ﾠkcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠless ﾠ
favorable ﾠin ﾠentropy ﾠthan ﾠsolvation ﾠof ﾠthat ﾠgroup ﾠin ﾠoctanol. ﾠEntropy ﾠand ﾠenthalpy, ﾠthus, ﾠ
compensate ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠtransfer ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠbenzo ﾠsubstituent ﾠfrom ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠsolvent ﾠto ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠ
pocket, ﾠwith ﾠbinding ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠgroup ﾠbeing ﾠcharacterized ﾠby ﾠa ﾠfavorable ﾠenthalpic ﾠ
term. ﾠ
To ﾠrationalize ﾠthese ﾠresults, ﾠwe ﾠused ﾠX-ﾭ‐‑ray ﾠcrystallography ﾠto ﾠcharacterize ﾠeach ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
eight ﾠHCA-ﾭ‐‑ligand ﾠcomplexes; ﾠthe ﾠresolution ﾠof ﾠthese ﾠstructures ﾠwas ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠrange ﾠof ﾠ1.25 ﾠ– ﾠ1.97 ﾠÅ ﾠ
(Table ﾠS4). ﾠThe ﾠaverage ﾠroot-ﾭ‐‑mean-ﾭ‐‑squared ﾠdeviation ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠalignment ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠheavy ﾠatoms ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
proteins ﾠwas ﾠ0.15 ﾠ± ﾠ0.04 ﾠÅ, ﾠand ﾠthat ﾠof ﾠall ﾠresidues ﾠhaving ﾠat ﾠleast ﾠone ﾠatom ﾠwithin ﾠ5 ﾠÅ ﾠof ﾠatoms ﾠ
of ﾠthe ﾠligand ﾠwas ﾠ0.10 ﾠ± ﾠ0.02 ﾠÅ ﾠ(Figure ﾠ3A). ﾠThe ﾠcrystal ﾠstructures ﾠalso ﾠindicated ﾠthat ﾠall ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
ligands ﾠbind ﾠto ﾠHCA ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠsame ﾠgeometry ﾠ(Figure ﾠ3B). ﾠWe ﾠinferred ﾠfrom ﾠthe ﾠstructural ﾠdata ﾠ
that ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamics ﾠof ﾠbinding ﾠare ﾠnot ﾠdue ﾠto ﾠchanges ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠcrystallographically ﾠ
determined ﾠstructure ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠprotein ﾠon ﾠbinding ﾠthe ﾠligands, ﾠor ﾠdue ﾠto ﾠdifferences ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠ
geometry ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠZnII-ﾭ‐‑N ﾠbond ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠmonocyclic ﾠand ﾠbicyclic ﾠligands. ﾠ
The ﾠstructural ﾠdata ﾠalso ﾠindicate ﾠthat ﾠthe ﾠatoms ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠfused ﾠbenzo ﾠring ﾠmake ﾠfew ﾠ
contacts ﾠwith ﾠresidues ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠshelf ﾠ(Figure ﾠ3C): ﾠ ﾠthe ﾠfused ﾠrings ﾠare ﾠin ﾠcontact ﾠwith ﾠ
three ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠresidues ﾠfrom ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠshelf ﾠ(Phe ﾠ131, ﾠPro ﾠ202, ﾠand ﾠLeu ﾠ198), ﾠand ﾠwith ﾠ
two ﾠpolar ﾠgroups ﾠ(the ﾠhydroxyl ﾠof ﾠThr ﾠ200 ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠcarbonyl ﾠoxygen ﾠof ﾠPro ﾠ201). ﾠRemarkably, ﾠ
the ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect, ﾠin ﾠthis ﾠsystem, ﾠthus ﾠdoes ﾠnot ﾠinvolve ﾠextensive ﾠcontact ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠapposed ﾠ
hydrophobic ﾠsurfaces ﾠof ﾠprotein ﾠand ﾠligand. ﾠOf ﾠthe ﾠthree ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠcontacts, ﾠonly ﾠtwo ﾠ(Phe ﾠ131 ﾠSnyder	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and ﾠPro ﾠ202) ﾠdifferentiate ﾠthe ﾠbenzo ﾠring ﾠfrom ﾠthe ﾠfive-ﾭ‐‑membered ﾠring. ﾠThere ﾠis, ﾠtherefore, ﾠa ﾠnet ﾠ
increase ﾠof ﾠonly ﾠtwo ﾠadditional ﾠhydrophobic ﾠcontacts ﾠ(~90 ﾠÅ2) ﾠupon ﾠthe ﾠaddition ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠfused ﾠ
benzo ﾠring. ﾠ ﾠOne ﾠface ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠbenzo ﾠring, ﾠthus, ﾠforms ﾠa ﾠcavity, ﾠwhich ﾠhas ﾠa ﾠvolume ﾠof ﾠ50 ﾠÅ3, ﾠwith ﾠ
residues ﾠPhe ﾠ131 ﾠand ﾠPro ﾠ202 ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠwall: ﾠthe ﾠvalue ﾠof ﾠ∆∆G˚unbind,benzo, ﾠin ﾠthis ﾠcase, ﾠis ﾠ
not ﾠthe ﾠresult ﾠof ﾠconformal ﾠassociation ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ“lock” ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠ“key”. ﾠ ﾠ
Values ﾠof ﾠ∆C˚p,bind ﾠfor ﾠtwo ﾠligands ﾠ(T ﾠand ﾠBT) ﾠover ﾠthe ﾠtemperature ﾠrange ﾠof ﾠ283 ﾠ– ﾠ303 ﾠK ﾠ
(Figure ﾠ4A) ﾠare ﾠnegative ﾠ(∆C˚p,bind ﾠ= ﾠ–38 ﾠ± ﾠ7 ﾠcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠK–1 ﾠfor ﾠT, ﾠand ﾠ–96 ﾠ± ﾠ6 ﾠcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠK–1 ﾠfor ﾠBT); ﾠ
these ﾠvalues ﾠindicate ﾠthe ﾠinvolvement ﾠof ﾠsolvent ﾠin ﾠdetermining ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamics ﾠof ﾠbinding ﾠ
(3, ﾠ5, ﾠ36). ﾠCalorimetric ﾠstudies ﾠthat ﾠcorrelate ﾠvalues ﾠof ﾠ∆C˚p ﾠof ﾠunfolding ﾠto ﾠthe ﾠdifference ﾠin ﾠ
surface ﾠarea ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠfolded ﾠand ﾠunfolded ﾠstates ﾠof ﾠnumerous ﾠproteins ﾠpredict ﾠa ﾠ
contribution ﾠof ﾠ–0.28 ﾠ– ﾠ–0.51 ﾠcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠK–1 ﾠÅ–2 ﾠof ﾠburied ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠsurface ﾠarea, ﾠand ﾠa ﾠ
contribution ﾠof ﾠ+0.14 ﾠ– ﾠ+0.26 ﾠcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠK–1Å–2 ﾠof ﾠburied ﾠpolar ﾠsurface ﾠarea ﾠ(43). ﾠOur ﾠestimate ﾠof ﾠ
∆∆C˚p,bind ﾠ= ﾠ–58 ﾠ± ﾠ9 ﾠcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠK–1 ﾠis, ﾠthus, ﾠapproximately ﾠtwice ﾠthat ﾠpredicted ﾠfrom ﾠthe ﾠcrystal ﾠ
structures ﾠfor ﾠthe ﾠburial ﾠof ﾠsurface ﾠarea ﾠalone ﾠ(∆∆C˚p,predicted ﾠ= ﾠ–30 ﾠ± ﾠ5 ﾠcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠK–1). ﾠ
Changes ﾠin ﾠheat ﾠcapacity, ﾠhowever, ﾠalso ﾠoccur ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠordering ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠmolecules ﾠin ﾠ
protein-ﾭ‐‑ligand ﾠcomplexes ﾠ(29, ﾠ39). ﾠConnelly ﾠhas ﾠestimated ﾠa ﾠmaximum ﾠvalue ﾠof ﾠ–9 ﾠcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠK–1 ﾠ
for ﾠthe ﾠordering ﾠof ﾠone ﾠwater ﾠmolecule ﾠin ﾠa ﾠprotein-ﾭ‐‑ligand ﾠcomplex ﾠ(42). ﾠOur ﾠthermochemical ﾠ
data, ﾠthus, ﾠare ﾠconsistent ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠordering ﾠof ﾠtwo ﾠto ﾠfour ﾠadditional ﾠwater ﾠmolecules ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠ
HCA-ﾭ‐‑bicyclic ﾠligand ﾠcomplexes ﾠthan ﾠare ﾠordered ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠstructures ﾠof ﾠHCA-ﾭ‐‑monocyclic ﾠligand ﾠ
complexes. ﾠSnyder	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Crystallography ﾠis ﾠcompatible ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠhypothesis ﾠthat ﾠwater ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠpocket ﾠof ﾠ
HCA ﾠdetermines ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect ﾠin ﾠthis ﾠsystem: ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠstructures ﾠof ﾠHCA ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠ
bicyclic ﾠligands, ﾠbetween ﾠthree ﾠand ﾠfive ﾠmolecules ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠappear ﾠordered ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠbenzo ﾠ
group ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠpolar ﾠwall. ﾠCrystallography ﾠdoes ﾠnot, ﾠhowever, ﾠallow ﾠus ﾠto ﾠexamine ﾠmolecules ﾠof ﾠ
water ﾠthat ﾠare ﾠnot ﾠlocalized. ﾠAlso, ﾠwe ﾠcannot ﾠcorrelate ﾠ(based ﾠsolely ﾠon ﾠthe ﾠpositions ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
crystallographically ﾠobservable ﾠmolecules ﾠof ﾠwater) ﾠthe ﾠinfluence ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠchange ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠstructure ﾠ
of ﾠthe ﾠnetwork ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠmolecules ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamics ﾠof ﾠbinding ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligands. ﾠ ﾠ
To ﾠestimate ﾠthe ﾠcontribution ﾠfrom ﾠwater ﾠto ﾠthe ﾠfree ﾠenergy ﾠof ﾠbinding, ﾠwe ﾠused ﾠthe ﾠ
WaterMap ﾠmethod ﾠ(Schrodinger ﾠInc.) ﾠto ﾠpredict ﾠthe ﾠpositions, ﾠenthalpies, ﾠand ﾠentropies ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
water ﾠmolecules ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠpockets ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠcomplexes ﾠof ﾠHCA-ﾭ‐‑T, ﾠHCA-ﾭ‐‑BT, ﾠHCA-ﾭ‐‑F, ﾠand ﾠ
HCA-ﾭ‐‑BF ﾠ(Figure ﾠ4, ﾠTable ﾠS5). ﾠThese ﾠcalculations ﾠuse ﾠan ﾠexplicit-ﾭ‐‑solvent ﾠmolecular ﾠdynamics ﾠ
simulation, ﾠfollowed ﾠby ﾠclustering ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠwater ﾠmolecules ﾠinto ﾠ“hydration ﾠsites,” ﾠwhich ﾠare ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑
overlapping ﾠspheres ﾠof ﾠ1.0 ﾠÅ ﾠradius ﾠ(46). ﾠWaterMap ﾠuses ﾠinhomogeneous ﾠsolvation ﾠtheory ﾠto ﾠ
estimate ﾠthe ﾠenthalpy ﾠand ﾠentropy ﾠof ﾠeach ﾠhydration ﾠsite ﾠ(23-ﾭ‐‑24). ﾠTo ﾠestimate ﾠthe ﾠenthalpy ﾠand ﾠ
entropy ﾠof ﾠhydration ﾠof ﾠeach ﾠcomplex, ﾠwe ﾠcalculated ﾠthe ﾠsum ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ30 ﾠhydration ﾠsites ﾠclosest ﾠto ﾠ
the ﾠligand; ﾠthis ﾠgroup ﾠof ﾠsites ﾠoccupied ﾠa ﾠvolume ﾠextending ﾠover ﾠa ﾠdistance ﾠof ﾠroughly ﾠ10 ﾠÅ ﾠ
from ﾠthe ﾠsurface ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligand. ﾠBeyond ﾠthis ﾠdistance, ﾠthe ﾠwater-ﾭ‐‑water ﾠcorrelation ﾠdiminishes ﾠto ﾠ
zero ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠradial ﾠdistribution ﾠfunction ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠhydration ﾠsites ﾠapproaches ﾠone ﾠ(i.e., ﾠthat ﾠof ﾠbulk ﾠ
water). ﾠSince ﾠthe ﾠrelevant ﾠthermodynamic ﾠparameters ﾠin ﾠour ﾠcase ﾠwere ﾠthose ﾠof ﾠbenzo-ﾭ‐‑
extension, ﾠwe ﾠcompared ﾠthe ﾠhydration ﾠof ﾠeach ﾠmonocyclic-ﾭ‐‑HCA ﾠcomplex ﾠto ﾠthat ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠbicyclic-ﾭ‐‑
HCA ﾠcomplex ﾠ(e.g., ﾠΔΔG°WM,benzo ﾠ= ﾠΔG°BT ﾠ– ﾠΔG°T). ﾠOur ﾠrationale ﾠwas ﾠthat—independent ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠSnyder	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absolute ﾠaccuracies ﾠof ﾠany ﾠcalculations—the ﾠpositions ﾠand ﾠrelative ﾠenergies ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠhydration ﾠ
sites ﾠwould ﾠreflect ﾠchanges ﾠto ﾠthe ﾠlocal ﾠstructure ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠinduced ﾠby ﾠbenzo-ﾭ‐‑extension. ﾠ
Thermodynamic ﾠparameters ﾠcalculated ﾠby ﾠWaterMap ﾠfor ﾠbenzo-ﾭ‐‑extension ﾠwere ﾠ
consistent ﾠwith ﾠthose ﾠdetermined ﾠexperimentally ﾠby ﾠITC ﾠ(i.e., ﾠWaterMap ﾠalso ﾠindicates ﾠthat ﾠthe ﾠ
gain ﾠin ﾠbinding ﾠfree ﾠenergy ﾠcomes ﾠfrom ﾠenthalpic ﾠstabilization). ﾠAverage ﾠvalues ﾠfor ﾠconverting ﾠF ﾠ
to ﾠBF ﾠand ﾠT ﾠto ﾠBT ﾠwere ﾠΔΔG°WM,benzo ﾠ= ﾠ–2.8 ﾠkcal ﾠmol–1, ﾠΔΔH°WM,benzo ﾠ= ﾠ–3.0 ﾠkcal ﾠmol–1, ﾠand ﾠ ﾠ
–TΔΔS°WM,benzo ﾠ= ﾠ0.2 ﾠkcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠ(SI ﾠtext ﾠand ﾠTable ﾠS5 ﾠdetail ﾠthe ﾠresults ﾠof ﾠeach ﾠcalculation). ﾠThe ﾠ
calculated ﾠvalues ﾠof ﾠentropy ﾠand ﾠenthalpy ﾠfor ﾠeach ﾠhydration ﾠsite, ﾠmoreover, ﾠprovide ﾠsome ﾠ
structural ﾠrationale ﾠfor ﾠthe ﾠenthalpically ﾠfavorable ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect. ﾠIn ﾠparticular, ﾠwater ﾠ
molecules ﾠin ﾠtwo ﾠenthalpically ﾠunfavorable ﾠhydration ﾠsites ﾠ(indicated ﾠby ﾠarrows ﾠin ﾠFigure ﾠ4C) ﾠin ﾠ
the ﾠbinding ﾠpocket ﾠnear ﾠthe ﾠmonocyclic ﾠligand ﾠare ﾠdisplaced ﾠby ﾠbenzo-ﾭ‐‑extension. ﾠAdditional ﾠ
changes ﾠto ﾠthe ﾠnetwork ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠmolecules ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠpocket—including ﾠthe ﾠordering ﾠof ﾠ
water ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠbenzo ﾠgroup ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠhydrophilic ﾠwall—result ﾠin ﾠentropy-ﾭ‐‑enthalpy ﾠ
compensation, ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠincreased ﾠwater ﾠordering ﾠproducing ﾠa ﾠloss ﾠin ﾠentropy. ﾠThe ﾠcumulative ﾠ
effect ﾠof ﾠbenzo-ﾭ‐‑extension ﾠresults ﾠin ﾠcomputed ﾠthermodynamic ﾠparameters ﾠthat ﾠare ﾠ
indistinguishable ﾠfrom ﾠthose ﾠdetermined ﾠexperimentally ﾠby ﾠITC. ﾠAlthough ﾠthis ﾠagreement ﾠdoes ﾠ
not ﾠprove ﾠthat ﾠchanges ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠwater ﾠnetwork ﾠare ﾠthe ﾠorigin ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect ﾠin ﾠthis ﾠ
system, ﾠit ﾠis ﾠcompatible ﾠwith ﾠthat ﾠhypothesis. ﾠ ﾠ ﾠ
An ﾠimportant ﾠconclusion ﾠfrom ﾠthis ﾠwork ﾠis ﾠthat ﾠthe ﾠphrase ﾠ“hydrophobic ﾠeffect” ﾠcan ﾠ
have ﾠdifferent ﾠmolecular-ﾭ‐‑level ﾠinterpretations ﾠwhen ﾠit ﾠrefers ﾠto ﾠpartitioning ﾠof ﾠa ﾠligand ﾠfrom ﾠa ﾠ
hydrophobic ﾠliquid ﾠphase ﾠto ﾠan ﾠaqueous ﾠphase, ﾠand ﾠfrom ﾠa ﾠhydrophobic ﾠbinding ﾠpocket ﾠto ﾠthe ﾠSnyder	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same ﾠaqueous ﾠphase. ﾠThus, ﾠ‘’hydrophobic ﾠeffects’’ ﾠ(plural) ﾠin ﾠbiomolecular ﾠrecognition ﾠand ﾠin ﾠ
partitioning ﾠbetween ﾠwater ﾠand ﾠa ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠphase ﾠmay ﾠhave ﾠdifferent ﾠstructural ﾠand ﾠ
thermodynamic ﾠorigins, ﾠalthough ﾠboth ﾠmay ﾠbe ﾠmanifestations ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠdifferences ﾠin ﾠ
characteristics ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠin ﾠbulk, ﾠand ﾠclose ﾠto, ﾠsurfaces. ﾠIt ﾠthus ﾠappears ﾠthat ﾠeven ﾠfor ﾠa ﾠgiven ﾠset ﾠof ﾠ
ligands, ﾠit ﾠis ﾠnecessary ﾠto ﾠdiscuss ﾠmultiple ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffects ﾠ(with ﾠvery ﾠdifferent ﾠ
thermodynamic ﾠsignatures) ﾠrather ﾠthan ﾠa ﾠsingle ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect: ﾠthe ﾠtendency ﾠof ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠ
surfaces ﾠto ﾠassociate ﾠreflects ﾠquite ﾠdifferent ﾠbalances ﾠof ﾠenthalpic ﾠand ﾠentropic ﾠeffects, ﾠ
depending ﾠon ﾠmolecular ﾠcontext, ﾠeven ﾠthough ﾠall ﾠ(or ﾠmany) ﾠmay ﾠbe ﾠmanifestations ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
structure ﾠof ﾠwater. ﾠ ﾠ
Theoretical ﾠdiscussions ﾠby ﾠRossky, ﾠBerne, ﾠFriesner, ﾠLazaridis, ﾠand ﾠothers ﾠhave ﾠ
repeatedly ﾠsuggested ﾠthat ﾠthe ﾠstructure ﾠand ﾠthermodynamics ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠadjacent ﾠto ﾠa ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠ
surface ﾠwould ﾠdepend ﾠon ﾠthe ﾠmolecular-ﾭ‐‑scale ﾠtopography ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠsurface ﾠ(44-ﾭ‐‑50, ﾠ53). ﾠIn ﾠthis ﾠview, ﾠ
the ﾠdifference ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠstructure ﾠand ﾠthermodynamics ﾠbetween ﾠwater ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠactive ﾠsite, ﾠand ﾠwater ﾠ
in ﾠbulk, ﾠmay ﾠdetermine ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠdeclivities ﾠthat ﾠmake ﾠup ﾠmost ﾠbinding ﾠ
pockets. ﾠ
Although ﾠnegative ﾠvalues ﾠof ﾠ∆C˚p ﾠare ﾠthe ﾠsine ﾠqua ﾠnon ﾠof ﾠhydrophobic ﾠinteractions ﾠ
between ﾠproteins ﾠand ﾠligands, ﾠthe ﾠphysical ﾠinterpretation ﾠof ﾠthis ﾠparameter ﾠremains ﾠas ﾠobscure ﾠ
as ﾠthe ﾠexperimental ﾠsupport ﾠfor ﾠstructured ﾠwater ﾠnear ﾠhydrophobic ﾠgroups ﾠin ﾠdilute ﾠaqueous ﾠ
solution. ﾠWe ﾠconclude ﾠthat ﾠcombined ﾠthermodynamic, ﾠbiostructural, ﾠand ﾠcomputational ﾠstudies ﾠ
of ﾠ∆C˚p ﾠof ﾠbinding ﾠin ﾠsystems ﾠof ﾠproteins ﾠand ﾠligands ﾠcontinue ﾠto ﾠbe ﾠnecessary ﾠto ﾠuntangle ﾠour ﾠSnyder	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understanding ﾠof ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffects. ﾠIn ﾠthat ﾠregard, ﾠHCA ﾠand ﾠarylsulfonamides ﾠseem ﾠto ﾠbe ﾠan ﾠ
especially ﾠappropriate ﾠmodel ﾠsystem. ﾠ
The ﾠcombination ﾠof ﾠthermodynamic ﾠanalysis, ﾠX-ﾭ‐‑ray ﾠcrystallography, ﾠand ﾠsimulations ﾠ
described ﾠin ﾠthis ﾠwork ﾠis ﾠcompatible ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠhypothesis ﾠthat ﾠthe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect ﾠin ﾠ
biomolecular ﾠrecognition, ﾠin ﾠthis ﾠsystem, ﾠreflects ﾠchanges ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠstructure ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠextending ﾠ
across ﾠ(and ﾠbeyond) ﾠthe ﾠactive ﾠsite ﾠregion. ﾠThe ﾠhydrophobic ﾠeffect, ﾠhere, ﾠcannot ﾠbe ﾠattributed ﾠ
solely ﾠto ﾠthe ﾠwaters ﾠthat ﾠare ﾠin ﾠcontact ﾠwith ﾠthe ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠsurfaces ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligand, ﾠand ﾠit ﾠis ﾠnot ﾠ
due ﾠto ﾠconformal ﾠassociation ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠprotein ﾠand ﾠligand. ﾠIn ﾠthis ﾠview, ﾠthe ﾠshape ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠwater ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠ
binding ﾠcavity ﾠmay ﾠbe ﾠas ﾠimportant ﾠas ﾠthe ﾠshape ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠcavity. ﾠ
 ﾠ
Methods ﾠ
The ﾠSupporting ﾠInformation ﾠtext ﾠdetails ﾠthe ﾠexperimental ﾠprocedures ﾠfor ﾠthe ﾠpurification ﾠof ﾠ
protein, ﾠthe ﾠmeasurement ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamics ﾠof ﾠbinding ﾠand ﾠpartitioning, ﾠthe ﾠmeasurement ﾠ
of ﾠthe ﾠpKa ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligands, ﾠthe ﾠpreparation ﾠand ﾠcrystallography ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠprotein-ﾭ‐‑ligand ﾠcomplexes, ﾠ
and ﾠthe ﾠcalculation ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠenergies ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠhydration ﾠsites ﾠfor ﾠthe ﾠHCA-ﾭ‐‑ligand ﾠcomplexes. ﾠ ﾠ
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Figure ﾠ1. ﾠSchematic ﾠrepresentations ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠmodel ﾠsystem. ﾠA) ﾠThe ﾠcovalent ﾠbinding ﾠof ﾠ
sulfonamides ﾠto ﾠHCA ﾠinvolves ﾠthe ﾠdeprotonation ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠsulfonamide, ﾠwe ﾠconverted ﾠthe ﾠ
observed ﾠthermodynamic ﾠbinding ﾠparameters ﾠof ﾠeach ﾠligand ﾠto ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠparameters ﾠof ﾠeach ﾠ
sulfonamide ﾠanion ﾠ(Ar-ﾭ‐‑SO2NH-ﾭ‐‑) ﾠto ﾠthe ﾠZnII-ﾭ‐‑bound ﾠwater ﾠform ﾠof ﾠHCA ﾠ(HCA-ﾭ‐‑ZnII-ﾭ‐‑OH2+, ﾠFigure ﾠ
1A). ﾠThis ﾠconversion ﾠallowed ﾠus ﾠto ﾠcompare ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamic ﾠbinding ﾠparameters ﾠof ﾠdifferent ﾠ
ligands ﾠin ﾠa ﾠscheme ﾠthat ﾠis ﾠindependent ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠpKa ﾠvalues ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligands. ﾠThe ﾠderivation ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
equations ﾠused ﾠto ﾠcalculate ﾠthe ﾠbinding ﾠparameters ﾠof ﾠeach ﾠsulfonamide ﾠanion ﾠ(Ar-ﾭ‐‑SO2NH–) ﾠ
appear ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠSupporting ﾠInformation ﾠ(SI ﾠtext). ﾠB) ﾠAvailable ﾠbiostructural ﾠevidence ﾠsuggests ﾠthat ﾠ
benzo-ﾭ‐‑extension ﾠwould ﾠextend ﾠthe ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑polar ﾠsurface ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠheteroaromatic ﾠligand ﾠover ﾠthe ﾠnon-ﾭ‐‑
polar ﾠ“hydrophobic ﾠwall” ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠactive ﾠsite ﾠof ﾠHCA, ﾠincrease ﾠthe ﾠarea ﾠinvolved ﾠin ﾠhydrophobic ﾠ
interactions, ﾠand ﾠmake ﾠthe ﾠfree ﾠenergy ﾠof ﾠbinding ﾠmore ﾠfavorable. ﾠThe ﾠstructures ﾠof ﾠeach ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
ligands ﾠused ﾠin ﾠthis ﾠstudy ﾠappear ﾠwith ﾠtheir ﾠabbreviations. ﾠSnyder	 ﾠet	 ﾠal.	 ﾠ19	 ﾠ
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Figure ﾠ2. ﾠA) ﾠThe ﾠthermodynamic ﾠparameters ﾠof ﾠdissociation ﾠfor ﾠHCA-ﾭ‐‑ZnII-ﾭ‐‑NHSO2-ﾭ‐‑Ar ﾠto ﾠHCA-ﾭ‐‑
ZnII-ﾭ‐‑OH2+ ﾠand ﾠAr-ﾭ‐‑SO2NH– ﾠare ﾠplotted ﾠ(in ﾠthe ﾠleft ﾠcolumn) ﾠas ﾠa ﾠfunction ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠinterfacial ﾠsurface ﾠ
area ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠligand ﾠand ﾠHCA. ﾠ ﾠEach ﾠdatum ﾠrepresents ﾠthe ﾠmean ﾠvalue ﾠof ﾠ7 ﾠ– ﾠ10 ﾠ
independent ﾠmeasurements ﾠ(Table ﾠS1–S3), ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠerror ﾠbars ﾠshow ﾠone ﾠstandard ﾠdeviation. ﾠThe ﾠ
thermodynamics ﾠof ﾠpartitioning ﾠfrom ﾠoctanol ﾠto ﾠwater ﾠfor ﾠtwo ﾠpairs ﾠof ﾠligands ﾠappear ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠ
right ﾠcolumn. ﾠThe ﾠequilibrium ﾠconstants ﾠfor ﾠthe ﾠpartitioning ﾠfrom ﾠoctanol ﾠto ﾠwater ﾠof ﾠTA, ﾠBTA, ﾠ
I, ﾠand ﾠBI ﾠwere ﾠmeasured ﾠby ﾠa ﾠshake-ﾭ‐‑flask ﾠmethod, ﾠand ﾠcorrected ﾠfor ﾠthe ﾠionization ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
sulfonamide. ﾠValues ﾠfor ﾠthe ﾠenthalpy ﾠof ﾠpartitioning ﾠof ﾠeach ﾠligand ﾠrepresent ﾠthe ﾠdifference ﾠ
between ﾠthe ﾠenthalpy ﾠof ﾠdissolution ﾠinto ﾠwater ﾠand ﾠthat ﾠinto ﾠoctanol ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligand. ﾠThe ﾠ
Supporting ﾠInformation ﾠdescribes ﾠthese ﾠmethods ﾠ(SI ﾠtext ﾠand ﾠFigure ﾠS2). ﾠB) ﾠEnergy ﾠdiagrams ﾠ
comparing ﾠpartitioning ﾠfor ﾠthe ﾠbenzo ﾠsubstituent ﾠonly ﾠfrom ﾠbuffer ﾠto ﾠoctanol ﾠand ﾠfrom ﾠbuffer ﾠto ﾠ
the ﾠbinding ﾠpocket. ﾠThe ﾠvalues ﾠfor ﾠoctanol ﾠrepresent ﾠthe ﾠaverage ﾠof ﾠthose ﾠmeasured ﾠfor ﾠI ﾠand ﾠBI, ﾠ
and ﾠTA ﾠand ﾠBTA. ﾠThe ﾠSupporting ﾠInformation ﾠdescribes ﾠthe ﾠadjustment ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠthermodynamic ﾠ
parameters ﾠfor ﾠthe ﾠdifferences ﾠin ﾠpKa ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠmonocyclic ﾠand ﾠbicyclic ﾠcompounds ﾠ(SI ﾠtext ﾠ
and ﾠFigure ﾠS1). ﾠSnyder	 ﾠet	 ﾠal.	 ﾠ20	 ﾠ
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Figure ﾠ3. ﾠStructural ﾠalignment ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠeight ﾠavailable ﾠHCA-ﾭ‐‑ligand ﾠcomplex ﾠstructures ﾠF, ﾠBF, ﾠT, ﾠ
BT, ﾠI, ﾠBI, ﾠTA, ﾠBTA. ﾠ ﾠA) ﾠResidues ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠprotein ﾠwith ﾠatoms ﾠwithin ﾠ5 ﾠÅ ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligand ﾠin ﾠeach ﾠ
structure ﾠappear ﾠas ﾠline ﾠdiagrams. ﾠThe ﾠmagenta ﾠsphere ﾠindicates ﾠthe ﾠposition ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠZnII ﾠion. ﾠThe ﾠ
white ﾠdashed ﾠlines ﾠindicate ﾠthe ﾠposition ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligand. ﾠB) ﾠDetailed ﾠview ﾠof ﾠall ﾠthe ﾠheavy ﾠatoms ﾠof ﾠ
the ﾠsulfonamide ﾠligands ﾠfrom ﾠthe ﾠaligned ﾠHCA-ﾭ‐‑ligand ﾠcomplex ﾠstructures. ﾠ ﾠC) ﾠA ﾠrepresentation ﾠ
of ﾠthe ﾠcontacts ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠatoms ﾠof ﾠprotein ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠatoms ﾠof ﾠTA ﾠ(left) ﾠand ﾠBTA ﾠ(right). ﾠThe ﾠ
atoms ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligands ﾠappear ﾠas ﾠa ﾠspace-ﾭ‐‑filling ﾠrepresentation; ﾠthe ﾠgreen ﾠmesh ﾠrepresents ﾠthe ﾠvan ﾠ
der ﾠWaals ﾠcontact ﾠsurface. ﾠ ﾠDashed ﾠblack ﾠlines ﾠindicate ﾠcontacts ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠligands ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠ
protein, ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠradii ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠlines ﾠare ﾠproportional ﾠto ﾠthe ﾠinterfacial ﾠcontact ﾠarea ﾠbetween ﾠthe ﾠ
residue ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠbenzo ﾠsubstituent. ﾠ ﾠSnyder	 ﾠet	 ﾠal.	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Figure ﾠ4. ﾠA) ﾠObserved ﾠenthalpies ﾠof ﾠbinding ﾠas ﾠa ﾠfunction ﾠof ﾠtemperature ﾠbetween ﾠ283 ﾠand ﾠ303 ﾠ
K. ﾠEnthalpy ﾠof ﾠbinding ﾠwas ﾠmeasured ﾠby ﾠITC ﾠwith ﾠindependent ﾠtitrations ﾠconducted ﾠat ﾠeach ﾠ
temperature. ﾠEach ﾠdatum ﾠrepresents ﾠa ﾠsingle ﾠITC ﾠexperiment. ﾠThe ﾠblack ﾠline ﾠindicates ﾠa ﾠlinear ﾠfit ﾠ
of ﾠthe ﾠdata. ﾠThe ﾠslope ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠregression ﾠline ﾠwas ﾠ–38 ﾠ± ﾠ7 ﾠcal ﾠmol–1 ﾠK–1 ﾠfor ﾠT, ﾠand ﾠwas ﾠ–96 ﾠ± ﾠ6 ﾠcal ﾠ
mol–1 ﾠK–1 ﾠfor ﾠBT. ﾠB) ﾠPositions ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠmolecules ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠobserved ﾠin ﾠthe ﾠcrystal ﾠstructures ﾠof ﾠT ﾠ
and ﾠBT. ﾠThe ﾠbinding ﾠpocket ﾠof ﾠHCA ﾠappears ﾠas ﾠa ﾠmesh ﾠsurface ﾠrepresentation. ﾠAtoms ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠ
ligands ﾠand ﾠcrystallographically ﾠdetermined ﾠmolecules ﾠof ﾠwater ﾠappear ﾠas ﾠsphere ﾠ
representations. ﾠThe ﾠcorresponding ﾠimages ﾠof ﾠsix ﾠadditional ﾠHCA-ﾭ‐‑ligand ﾠcomplexes ﾠappear ﾠin ﾠ
the ﾠSupporting ﾠInformation ﾠ(Figure ﾠS3). ﾠC) ﾠResults ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠWaterMap ﾠcalculations. ﾠThe ﾠheavy ﾠ
atoms ﾠof ﾠthe ﾠligand ﾠappear ﾠas ﾠsphere ﾠrepresentations ﾠ(left, ﾠT ﾠand ﾠright, ﾠBT). ﾠThe ﾠhydration ﾠsites ﾠ
from ﾠWaterMap ﾠappear ﾠas ﾠspheres ﾠthat ﾠare ﾠcolor-ﾭ‐‑coded ﾠto ﾠrepresent ﾠthe ﾠpredicted ﾠvalues ﾠof ﾠ
enthalpy ﾠand ﾠentropy: ﾠthe ﾠtop ﾠhemisphere ﾠrepresents ﾠenthalpy ﾠand ﾠthe ﾠbottom ﾠhemisphere ﾠ
represents ﾠentropy. ﾠThe ﾠcolor ﾠscale ﾠis ﾠset ﾠsuch ﾠthat ﾠred ﾠrepresents ﾠhydration ﾠsites ﾠthat ﾠare ﾠless ﾠ
favorable ﾠthan ﾠbulk ﾠwater, ﾠand ﾠblue ﾠrepresents ﾠthose ﾠmore ﾠfavorable ﾠthan ﾠbulk ﾠwater. ﾠ
 ﾠ